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Horizontal Distance and Height Determining Falling Pattern

REFERENCE: Shaw K-P, Hsu SY. Horizontal distance and height law (7), the variation of motion is proportional to the motive force,
determining falling pattern. J Forensic Sci 1998;43(4):765–771. and is applied in the direction of the angle, initial velocity and the

speculative computed distance of horizontal and vertical velocity
ABSTRACT: Falling from a height, usually from a building, occurs (height). In spite of the environmental factors, falling from a height
ordinarily in suicide, in some accidents, and sometimes as an act

is well derived from the free-fall concept with constant accelerationof homicide. The point of trajectory, the horizontal distance and
for different objects due to constant gravity and variable initialthe impact point are closely related to the initial velocity, angle and

height. This study examines the falling pattern in order to determine velocity below 152 m of height (8). A study was conducted on
the mental status of the jumper as well as the manner of death. thirteen athletic students from the Department of Physical Educa-
Initial velocity is found using horizontal movement and height. A tion, National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, using biome-serial study of athletes performing both the running jump (long

chanical methods to test the difference between the running jumpjump) and standing jump (swimmer’s start jump) via biomechanical
methods is described. The initial velocity of the running jump and of athletes and the standing jump of swimmers. In order to under-
standing jump in normal athletics is 9.15 and 2.70 m/s with initial stand the differences in biomechanical data among various types
jumping angles of 21 and 38 deg, respectively. The maximal hori- of jumps, study is confined to the horizontal velocity of the stand-
zontal velocity of 9.15 m/s is closely related to maximal strength

ing and running jumps. The initial velocity of the standing andof initial velocity, angle of engaged force, and height. Theoretical
running patterns of the jump is observed in athletic subjects; thisestimation of the initial velocity between 2.70 and 9.15 m/s is correl-

ative with the unique initial velocity and running jump to fall from will be used to compare the horizontal velocity with different types
a height that is closely related to the voluntary and attempted jump. of jump at various angles. We use these biomechanical data to
Hence, the jumping victim with an initial velocity higher than 2.70 construct the pattern of jump, the mental status of the jumper, andm/s implies suicide. These results indicate that horizonal distance

to determine the unique pattern of the suicidal jump.and height are legitimate measures to use in speculating on the
falling pattern and the manner of death. A unique case of suicide
involving a run and jump with initial velocity greater than 2.70 m/s Materials and Methodsis illustrated.

Biomechanical Study of Initial Velocity in Running Jump and
KEYWORDS: forensic science, forensic engineering, falling, bio- Standing Jumpmechanical study, standing jump, running jump

Biomechanical studies of the running and standing jumps were
performed. Thirteen volunteers were divided into a swimmer’s startFalling from a height can be the result of an accident, homicide,
(standing) jump group and a running jump group. Three membersor suicide. Without a careful evaluation of the social history, scene
of the swimmer’s start jump group jumped in various attitudes andinvestigation and autopsy results, it is difficult to determine the
ten members of the running jump group performed running startsmanner of death (1,2). Limited data, including toxicological stud-
to initiate a jump. Besides a multipurpose polygraph, a strain gage,ies, patterns of injury, defensive wounds and related evidence, are
an electrogoniometer (9), and a force platform with two steel platesessential to determine an unnatural cause of death (3–6). In the
measuring 60 2 30 2 5 cm3 and connected to a strain gage werecase of falling from a height, the manner of death can be determined
applied to determine the beginning point during the velocity mea-easily from the scene investigation rather than from autopsy find-
surement. A Minolta 8 mm camera (cinematography), 36ings (1). The jumping point to where the body strikes the ground
pictures/second, and a coordinate scale measuring 1.8 2 10.8 m2

and the height are two major factors which may indicate the moti-
were utilized in the measurement of various velocities and relatedvation of the jumper. In consideration of the decedent’s unique
parameters. Body gravity was measured according to Garrett et al.pattern, biomechanical analysis may provide crucial information
(10). The running jump was launched after a prerunning for 20 m.for determining the manner of death (1). According to Newton’s
There are three types of swimmer’s start jump: traditional, swing-
ing, and grab start; they are used to measure the maximal horizontal
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The angle of initial velocity can be theoretically calculated by Eq 4
to derive the maximal horizontal movement. An Excel (Microsoft)
program is used to compute the results.

Clinical Fatality of a Falling Tragedy

The decedent was collected from the Forensic Medicine Center,
Prosecutor’s Office, for the Taiwan High Court under a death
investigation procedure which includes medicolegal autopsy, path-
ological, toxicological studies and biomechanical analysis. The
medicolegal autopsy and the pathological observation were per-
formed, following the standard procedure. Initial velocity (V0) is
calculated at various hypothetic angles (U) of jump with Eq 4 by
using the height and horizontal movement.

Results and Discussion

Horizontal Velocity of Running Jump and Standing Jump

Biomechanical studies were conducted by thirteen athletes
through biomechanical measurement to test the running jump and
standing jump (swimmer’s start jump). The initial velocity of the
running jump and standing jump in normal athletes is 9.15 50.11

FIG. 1—Biomechanical basis of falling from heights: Falling from (Y) and 2.70 50.11 m/s with jumping angles of 21 50.40 and 38
height and horizontal distance of movement (X) away from the jumping 51.33 deg, respectively. The practical measurements of horizontal
point should be considered through the investigation. t 4 time of falling; velocity of the running jump and swimmer’s start jump were 8.54V0 4 initial velocity. Vx 4 horizontal velocity, Vy 4 vertical velocity.

50.07 and 2.10 50.05 m/s and of vertical velocity, 3.88 50.12
and 1.59 50.07 m/s, respectively (Table 1). These results suggest
an initial velocity between 2.70 m/s for the standing jump and 9.15

initial velocity (V0) at various heights (H) is applied (Fig. 1). H m/s for the run-up and jump that may contribute to launch the fall
4 1/2 Gt2 is used as the base calculation of gravitational accelera- from a height by a voluntary (suicidal) jump. The initial velocity
tion, H is height below the jumping point, and t is the time instant of 9.15 m/s can be defined as the maximal value of a normal
after jumping. X represents the horizontal distance of movement, individual engaging in a fall with a pre-running acceleration before
including above (X1) and below (X2) the jumping level (Fig. 1). launch.
Maximal horizontal movement (X) can be predicted by initial
velocity with the appropriate angle (Umax) of engagement. Accord- Standing Jump—To represent the typical standing jump, with-
ing to Newton’s law (7), the change of motion is proportional to out adding any running activity, selective modes of the swimmer’s
the motive force, and is applied in the direction of the initial angle start jump provide unique jumping patterns that emulate the jump-
of jump where the force is imposed. The derivative of the free- ing activities through which the biomechanical measurements are
fall concept with the falling body is recognized as practice, with obtained. Although many scholars have demonstrated how to find
constant acceleration for different objects due to gravity and the the initial velocity in sports that include a standing jump, the stand-
horizontal velocity correlative with height and initial velocity. Ini- ing swimmer’s jump represents a distinctive pattern of jump from
tial velocity can be divided into horizontal velocity (Vx) and verti- a height that can truly emulate the jump of falling from a height.
cal velocity (Vy); therefore, the angle between 0 deg (X-axis) and A standard standing broad jump can generate up to 3.60 m/s of
90 deg (Y-axis) (u) should be carefully taken into account with initial velocity at an angle of 41.03 deg on the basis of the body
the horizontal velocity of falling process: gravity of normal athletic students (11). The visual adjustment and

postural balance to perfectly accommodate the grounded position
x 4 (V0⋅cosU)⋅t (1) to a maximal horizontal movement without increasing the initial

velocity should not be confused with the standing (swimmer’s)
y 4 (V0⋅sinU)⋅t 1 1/2⋅Gt2 (2) jump. The swimmer’s start jump, an ideal model to mimic the

standing jump and falling from a height, makes it almost impossi-
At the point of grounding (impact point), x 4 X (horizontal move- ble to adjust the body position while the jumper has already left
ment) and y 4 1H (height of falling).

For a given H and V0, the horizontal angle is Umax, where the
horizontal distance will be maximum. It can be shown that TABLE 1—Biomechanical studies of standing (swimmer’s) jump and

running (long) jump.
Umax 4 sin21 (2(1 ` GH/V2

0))11/2 (3)
Biomechanical Swimmer’s Jump Long Jump
Measurement (n 4 9) (n 4 30)

Hence, maximal horizontal movement can be determined by initial
velocity with the appropriate angle of engagement. The initial Initial angle, U 38.00 5 1.33* 21.00 5 0.40

Initial velocity, m/s 2.70 5 0.11 9.15 5 0.11velocity can be derived from the height and horizontal movement
Horizontal velocity, m/s 2.10 5 0.05 8.54 5 0.07in the falling case at various speculative angles as follows:
Vertical velocity, m/s 1.59 5 0.07 3.88 5 0.12

* Data represent mean 5standard error mean.V0 4 (G⋅X2/(2(X⋅sinu ` H⋅cosu)⋅cosu))1/2 (4)
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the jumping point, and thus permits us to measure the initial veloc- Falling Pattern Above the Jumping Level—The angle of maxi-
mum horizontal movement is 45 deg above the jumping surface.ity and other related biomechanical parameters, including both hor-
Accordingly, the initial velocity obtained from the standing jumpizontal and vertical velocity as well as jumping angle. Distinct
and running jump is 2.70 and 9.15 m/s, respectively. The fallingbody gravities may explain the lower value of the initial velocity
patterns shown in Fig. 2 imitate the jumping patterns at differentof the standing (swimmer’s) jump while we compare the initial
angles from 0 to 50 deg with initial velocities of 2.70 m/s (Fig.velocity of the standing broad jump with an adjustable gravity (11).
3a) and 9.15 m/s (Fig. 3b). When it iterates the falling activityA two-hand push of a normal individual to other individuals (70
(initial velocity either 2.7 and 9.15 m/s) as increasing from 0 tokg of body weight) can generate an initial velocity up to only 0.4
50 deg of launching angle down to 0.5 m in depth, it increasesm/s (12). An initial velocity exceeding 2.70 m/s or so becomes
the horizontal movement up to 40 deg and decreases it 50 degthe criterion for the running jump that is distinguishable from being
simultaneously (Figs. 3a and 3b).pushed or slipping before falling from a height. For instance, an

initial velocity lower than 2.70 m/s cannot be distinguish between Falling Pattern from a Height: Emulating the Falling Pat-
suicide, homicide or accident. tern—The pattern is similar when theoretical iterations are up to

100 m height (Figs. 4a and 4b) with initial velocities of 2.70 and
Running Jump—The running jump is a situation where there is

9.15 m/s. The falling pattern with typical standing and running
a running start to a jump from a height when an individual is really jumps can be postulated at various angles (Eq 3) so as to speculate
out of his mind or has convinced himself to jump from a height. on the maximal horizontal movement of the falling pattern (Fig.
This jump is preceded by a pre-running acceleration before launch- 5). At a height of 100 m, the horizontal movement with initial
ing to result in an intentional fall. When an individual actually velocities of 2.70 and 9.15 m/s is classified as the peak range from
launches at maximal force, the maximal horizontal movement can 8.5 to 12.5 m and 37 to 42 m, respectively. The lower range with
reach 42% of the height (42.21 m away from the jumping point the angle above 40 deg is excluded because the low horizontal
while falling from a 100 m height at an angle of 11.44 deg with velocity (12) is indistinguishable from the action of being pushed
an initial velocity of 9.15 m/s). A running jump initial velocity or slipping/falling or accidental falling with a standing and running
that reaches 9.15 m/s reasonably explains the maximum capability jump activity. It seems that any angle above 50 deg with the initial
of normal athletes. An initial velocity between 2.70 and 9.15 m/s velocity either at 2.70 or 9.15 m/s is indistinguishable from minor
supports a jumping activity with pre-running assistance before the or complete absence of jumping activity. Different heights of stand-
jump. Such data permit us to determine the pattern of fall and ing and running jump in a normal athletic individual can be iterated
jump. Any initial velocity exceeding 9.15 m/s should be carefully to obtain the horizontal movement at various heights and vice versa
evaluated for other reasonable explanations, including wind factor, (Fig. 5).
an inaccurate jumping point, a faulty impact point, launching

Jumping Angle and Horizontal Movement—Initial anglesmachine assistance, etc. It is evident that falling after a running
obtained by the running and standing jump are 21.00 50.40 andjump is a manner of intentional jump. Therefore, the decedent’s
38.00 51.33 deg, whereas 45 deg is the best angle to generate theattempt to commit suicide should be considered. A falling fatality
maximal horizontal velocity when grounding at the same level. Bywith an initial velocity exceeding 2.70 m/s should not be mistaken
the time the victim falls from a height, the initial jumping anglefor accidental or homicidal cause of death.
in order to launch maximum horizontal movement becomes
smaller than 45 deg (Fig. 5 and Table 2). At angles (Umax) of 11.4Theoretical Estimate of Horizontal Distance with Initial Velocity
and 3.48 deg, maximum horizontal movement of 42.21 and 12.22and Angle of Launching at Various Heights
m away from the jumping point are hypothetically estimated during

Deriving from the free-fall concept of constant acceleration for a fall from 100 m height at the initial velocities of 9.15 m/s (running
different objects, the initial velocity can be divided into horizontal jump) and 2.70 m/s (standing jump), respectively. (See Fig. 6). In
velocity (Vx) and vertical velocity (Vy); the angle between 0 (X- order to derive a theoretical estimate after iteration of the falling
axis) and 90 (Y-axis) deg (u) should be carefully taken into account patterns at various initial velocities, the jumping angle should be
in calculating the horizontal velocity of the falling process as zero so as to reach the maximum horizonal movement while falling

from an infinite height (Table 2).described earlier in the Materials and Methods section.

FIG. 2—Falling patterns of standing jump and running jump above the jumping level: Running and standing jump are intimated at initial velocities
of 9.15 and 2.70 m/s at initial angles of 21 and 38 deg above the jumping level.
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FIG. 3—Falling patterns intimated at various angles of jump at initial velocities of 2.70 m/s (A) and 9.15 m/s (B): Maximal horizontal movement
can be achieved at about 40 deg; the angle at 50 deg or over starts to minimize the horizontal movement.

Initial Velocity and Manner of Death ment and height should be used to estimate the initial velocity, to
reconstruct the falling pattern, and to theorize on the manner ofInitial velocities from 2.70 to 9.15 m/s may explain the running
death so as to rule out the suicidal jump.activity before jumping as well as the conviction of intentional

running and jumping. Besides, it does become the standard crite-
Case Study of Falling Victimrion to characterize the voluntary jump as well as the suicidal fall.

The initial velocities estimated from these experiments of standing
The decedent was a 31-year-old African American male whoand running jumps allow us to distinguish the jumping patterns of

came to Taiwan to participate in a professional baseball team asdeaths caused by high falls. The difference between the standing
the first-base player. The decedent was 183 cm in height, 95 kgand running jump can be recognized as the mental status of the
in weight, and very athletic. On the morning of the accident, thejumper, including the determination or hesitation of the jumper’s
decedent was found lying in front of an automobile beside the 14-thoughts. The results of biomechanical studies suggest that an ini-
story building (40 m high) of the suspect falling point. The victim’stial velocity over 2.70 m/s is a critical point for a voluntary jump
feet were found 10 m away from the building with massive amountswhile 9.15 m/s is a cutoff point of maximal physical capability for
of bloody residue on the ground. He was sent to the hospital imme-an intentional jump. An initial velocity over 2.70 m/s in a voluntary
diately and was declared dead on arrival. The decedent had livedjump, with the help of pre-running acceleration before the jump,
in Taiwan for 18 months. Nine hours and thirty minutes beforesuggests that the attempt to commit suicide is considerable. The
the falling accident, the decedent had attacked his friend whileinitial velocity can be derived from the height and horizontal dis-
they were drinking beer together with another two friends. Thirtytance of falling at various speculative angles by using Eq 4. In

conclusion, in every case, both the horizontal distance of move- minutes before the accident, the janitor of his apartment saw the
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FIG. 5—Range of maximal horizontal movement of standing jump and running jump at angles between 0 and 40 deg.

decedent leaving his room. Thirty minutes later, at 10:30 A.M.,
he went to the 14th floor, 7 km away from his apartment, where

TABLE 2—Maximal horizontal movement and initial jumping angle he used to get together with his friends. The decedent had fallen
varies with height at constant initial velocity of standing and running from a height and had struck the hood (9.6 m to the building of

jump. the suspected falling point) of a 1992 Ford Grenada automobile
parked beside the building with its rear facing the building. OnStanding Jump, V0 4 2.70 Running Jump, V0 4 9.15

m/s m/s the 15th floor (top of the building), there is a wide open space
measuring 10 2 15 m in area with a fence measuring 1.2 m inHeight, Maximal Horizontal Maximal Horizontal

m Angle(Umax)* Movement Angle(Umax) Movement height. It is the suspected falling place (the 12th floor) where the
victim’s friend lives on. Neighbors said that the victim and his

0.0 45 0.74 45 8.54 friends used to enjoy the city night sights and chatting on top of
0.5 33.15 1.14 43.42 9.03 the 15th floor.1.0 27.50 1.43 41.99 9.49
3.0 18.37 2.24 37.47 11.15
5.0 14.74 2.83 34.17 12.59 Autopsy Findings
7.0 12.66 3.31 31.62 13.88

10 10.72 3.93 28.68 15.62 The lividity fixed on the decedent’s back is light. The pupils
20 7.70 5.51 22.76 20.36 are isometric, dilated, with bloody discharge bleeding from mouth30 6.31 6.72 19.45 24.20

angle, nose and both ear canals. Wave phenomenon of the decedent40 5.48 7.75 17.26 27.50
is noted, with the impact wound predominant over the left trunk50 4.91 8.66 15.67 30.45

60 4.49 9.48 14.46 33.14 and propagating laterization to the right side with multiple blunt
70 4.16 10.23 13.49 35.62 and abrasion wounds in the frontal, precordial, left shoulder, left
80 3.89 10.94 12.69 37.95

popliteal fossa, lumbar and flank region. Fracture of the left femo-90 3.67 11.60 12.02 40.13
ral head, lumbar vertebrae (L2–L3), public symphysis combined100 3.48 12.22 11.44 42.21
with rupture of liver, spleen, bilateral kidneys, bilateral iliac arter-

* Umax 4 angle of maximal horizontal movement.
ies skull are observed. There are bloody discharges inside the bron-
chus, bronchioli with 100 and 150 mL blood in the right and left
pleural cavity. Rupture of the right atrium and anterior wall of
the interventricular septum measuring 2 cm in length for each is
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FIG. 6—Patterns of falling: running jump and standing jump.

observed. Abrasion wounds measuring 11 2 5 cm on right lower of National Defense Medical Center, Miss Jung-Chan Lai, Miss
Ju-Hui Chung and Mrs. Wuan-Mei Chiu for their technical supportleg, 3 2 2 cm on left leg, and 3 2 2 cm on decedent’s back are

also noticeable. All organs reveal an anemic picture with multiple and data analysis that assisted in the completion of this paper.
organ hemorrhaging that includes intracerebral, epidural, subdural,
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